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Abstract—An efficient explicit marching on in time (MOT)
scheme for solving the magnetic field volume integral equation is
proposed. The MOT system is cast in the form of an ordinary
differential equation and is integrated in time using a PE(CE)m
multistep scheme. At each time step, a system with a Gram
matrix is solved for the predicted/corrected field expansion
coefficients. Depending on the type of spatial testing scheme
Gram matrix is sparse or consists of blocks with only diagonal
entries regardless of the time step size. Consequently, the
resulting MOT scheme is more efficient than its implicit
counterparts, which call for inversion of fuller matrix system at
lower frequencies. Numerical results, which demonstrate the
efficiency, accuracy, and stability of the proposed MOT scheme,
are presented.

Gram matrix is solved [5]. For point testing in space, the Gram
matrix consist of four diagonal sub-matrix blocks; its inverse
has the same structure and is computed and stored before time
marching. For Galerkin testing in space, Gram matrix is
unstructured but still sparse. In both cases, the matrix inversion
is very efficient regardless of the time step size. In both testing
cases, the resulting MOT scheme uses time steps as large as
those of corresponding “traditional” implicit MOT schemes
without sacrificing from stability and accuracy. Indeed,
numerical results demonstrate that the proposed explicit MOT
solver is more efficient in solving low frequency problems, and
still maintains the stability and accuracy of the solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let V denote the volume of an inhomogeneous dielectric
scatterer residing in an unbounded background medium, both
having a permeability of µ0 . Permittivities of the scatterer and
background medium are ε (r) and ε 0 , respectively. Incident
field H inc (r,t) , which is band-limited to fmax and vanishingly
small ∀r ∈V and t ≤ 0 , excites the scatterer. Upon excitation,
magnetic field H(r,t) is induced in V . Fields H(r,t) and
H inc (r,t) satisfy the time differentiated TD-MFVIE:

Transient electromagnetic scattering from inhomogeneous
dielectric objects can be analyzed by solving time domain
magnetic field volume integral equations (TD-MFVIE). It has
been shown in [1] that discretization of the MFVIE results in a
well-conditioned system regardless of the dielectric contrast of
the scatterer. “Traditional” marching on in time (MOT)-based
MFVIE solvers expand the unknown magnetic fields using
fully linear curl conforming basis functions in space [2] and
polynomial interpolators in time [3] This expansion is inserted
into the TD-MFVIE; Galerkin or point testing [4] the resulting
equation at discrete times yields a lower triangular matrix
system. This system is solved for unknown expansion
coefficients in a recursive manner via forward substitution in
time. The resulting MOT scheme is implicit and calls for
solution of a (smaller) matrix system at every time step. This
matrix system becomes fuller as time step size gets larger under
low frequency excitations.
To alleviate this bottleneck, in this work, an explicit MOT
scheme for solving the TD-MFVIE is described. First, the TDMFVIE is cast in the form of an ordinary differential equation.
The unknown magnetic field is expanded in space using fully
linear curl conforming basis functions [2]. The expansion is
inserted into the TD-MFVIE and the resulting equation is
tested in space. The final semi-discrete equation is integrated in
time using a PE(CE)m multistep scheme. At the
prediction/correction stages of every time step, a system with
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II. FORMULATION

4π ∂t H inc (r,t) = 4π ∂t H(r,t)

(1)
⎛ ∇′ × ∂t2′ H(r ′, t ′ ) ∇′ × ∂t ′ H(r ′, t ′ ) ⎞
+ ∫ R̂ × κ (r ′ ) ⎜
+
dv′.
⎟⎠
V
cR
R2
⎝
t ′ =t−R/c
Here, κ (r) = 1− ε 0 / ε (r) is the dielectric contrast, R = r − r ′
is the distance between source and observation points, r and
r ′ , and c = 1 / ε 0 µ0 is the speed of light in the background
medium. To numerically solve (1), H(r,t) is expanded in
terms of fully linear curl conforming basis functions fn (r) [2]:
2N

H(r,t) = ∑ {I(t)}n fn (r) .
n=1

(2)

Here, I(t) stores the time dependent unknown expansion
coefficients. Expansion (2) is inserted in (1) and the resulting
equation is tested using t m (r) , m = 1: 2N , at times t = jΔt ,
where Δt is the time step. To facilitate the computation of
retarded time integrals in tested version of (1), temporal
interpolator T (t − iΔt) [3] is used between the samples of I(t) .
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This discretization scheme “converts” (1) into the matrix
system:
j -1

GI! j = Z 0 I j + Vjinc + ∑ i =0 Z j -i Ii ,

(3)

where {Ii }n = I n,i and {I! i }n = ∂t I n (t) t=iΔt are unknown
expansion coefficients and their derivatives. The entries of the
other vectors and matrices in (3) are given by:

counterpart, which uses the same parameters, for different
values of N . Clearly, the explicit solver is faster. Fig. 1(b)
presents the radar cross section (RCS), which is obtained by
Fourier transforming the time domain results of the proposed
solver at 8 MHz for φ = 0 0 and θ = [0 0 ,180 0 ] for N = 4448 .
Results agree well with Mie series solution.

{Vjinc } m = {V inc ( jΔt)} m
{G} m,n = ∫ t m (r)⋅ fn (r)dv

(4)

V

{Z j−i } m,n = t m (r), ∇′ × fn (r ′ ),T (t − iΔt)

t= jΔt

Here, the operation ⋅,⋅,⋅ is defined as

x(r), y(r ′ ), z(t)

t= jΔt

=

1
4π

∫

V

Fig. 1. (a) CPU time for marching, (b) RCS.

x(r)⋅ ∫ κ (r ′ )y(r ′ )
V

⎛ ∂ z(t − R / c) ∂t z(t − R / c) ⎞
× R̂ ⎜
+
.
⎟⎠ dv′dv
cR
R2
⎝
t= jΔt
2
t

(5)

The matrix system (3) is in the form an ordinary differential
equation and is integrated in time using a PE(CE)m multistep
method [5] to compute the samples of the unknown coefficients
{Ii }n . At the prediction/correction stages of every time step,
matrix equation (3) is solved. For point testing, G −1 consists of
four diagonal sub-matrix blocks; and is computed very
efficiently and stored before time marching. For Galerkin
testing, i.e., t m (r) = fm (r) , Gram matrix is unstructured but still
sparse. In both cases, the matrix system (3) can be inverted
very efficiently regardless of the time step size.

Next, the accuracy and stability of the proposed solver for
scatterers with high contrast values are demonstrated. The
scatter is a unit sphere with ε r = 50 . The parameters of the
incident field are f0 = 5 MHz and fbw = 2.5 MHz. The
unknown field is discretized using 4448 basis function. The
order of T (t) is two and Δt = 5 ns. Galerkin testing is used in
space. Fig. 2(a) shows that the solution is stable and Fig 2(b)
shows that the error in RCS at 5 MHz is less than 40 dB.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Fig. 2.(a) Solution at (0.51, -0.64, 0.12) m, (b) RCS

In this section, the efficiency, accuracy, and stability of the
proposed MOT scheme are demonstrated using numerical
examples. In all examples, the excitation is a plane wave with
magnetic field

H inc (r,t) = ŷG(t − r ⋅ ẑ / c) .

(6)

Here, G(t) = cos(2π f0 [t − t 0 ])exp(−[t − t 0 ]2 / 2σ 2 ) , is a
modulated Gaussian pulse with center frequency f0 , effective
bandwidth fbw , duration σ = 3 / (2π fbw ) , and delay t 0 = 10σ .
The PE(CE)m scheme uses the fourth order Adam-Bashworth
and backward difference formulas at the predictor and corrector
stages, respectively.
First, the efficiency of the proposed solver in solving low
frequency problems is demonstrated. The scatterer is a unit
dielectric sphere with relative permittivity ε r = 3 . It is centered
at the origin. The parameters of the incident field are f0 = 8
MHz and fbw = 4 MHz. The order of T (t) is two and Δt = 4
ns. Point testing is used in space. Fig. 1(a) compares the CPU
times required for the proposed solver and its implicit
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